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A person appointed  by a testator to carry out the terms of his / her will is called  a

( an ).......................

successor executor prophet follower

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Shiism didn't ........................any  divisions during the immate of the first three Imams.

cause exist differ undergo

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Ismailis have a philosophy in many ways similar to that of ..........................

Hindu gnosis the Sabaeans the Mutazilites Zaydism

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Batinis had no respect for the lives and ......................of those who were outside their group.

agreements expressions teachings possessions

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mustalis were the ...........................of al - mustali.

sources premises disciples opponents

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The God believer;s eyes have become ........................through the vision of the light of the pure

creator.

illuminated deserved concerned elevated

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The philosophical thought is a way whose ......................and efficacy is confimed by the Holy

Quran.

origin obedience position validity

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.......................is a proposition which man comprehends and confims by necessity through his God

- given intelligence.

Gnosis Metaphysics Demonstration Reality

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is Ali whose compelling metaphysical utterances ....................the deepest philosophical thought.

investigate contain follow persist

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to the Holy Quran, the world of creation and all that is in it without exception are called

.........................

dangers illusions portents chants

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A prophet who is the perfect manifestation of God has the ....................power of initiating men

into the divine mysteries.

esoteric exoteric juridical courageous

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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After Nizar's death , because of his support of Nizar, Hassn al- Sabbah was .........................from

Egypt by al- Mustali.

expelled killed joined distinguished

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These ......................and regulations must be learned through the guidance of the Household of

the prophet.

pilgrims injunctions events debates

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.......................is the single source upon which the divinely revealed religion of Islam depends and

upon which it is based.

the Holy prophet Kalam

Imamat The Holy Quran

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The Holy Quran ....................religious aims through its own words and gives commands to

mankind in matter of doctrine and action.

comprehends elucidates appoints commands

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Qualities pertaining to God such as creator , ominipotent, giver of life or death , sustainer, etc are

qualities of Action. The underlined word means ............................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Many scientists believe that the countless relations among things are but humble samples and a

forestate of the secrets of creation and their myriad ramifications. The underlined word means

.........................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Hulagu captured Ismaili forts and put all the Ismailis  to death. The underlined word means

..........................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The distinguishing characteristics of the Batini school is that it interprets the external aspects of

Islam in an esoteric manner. The underlined word means..........................
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19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Intellectual understanding encouraged by Quran is mediating and  contemplating upon the signs

of God in the macrocosm and microcosom.
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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